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PS3C Series high current, single position cable connector features 180 degrees mating reversal 

that provides a flexible cabling solution… 

 
HIROSE DEVELOPS 150 AMP SINGLE-CIRCUIT 

 STORAGE BATTERY CONNECTOR 
 

SIMI VALLEY, CA — May 28, 2015 — Hirose, a leader in the development of innovative 

connector solutions, has introduced the PS3C Series connector, a high power, single circuit 

(position) cable connector supporting 150 Amps for storage battery applications. The PS3C Series 

is designed with a highly reliable blade contact that features a clip-like structure and bellows 

contacts with multiple contact points. This structure lowers contact resistance and enables high 

current flow.  
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A non-polarized connector, the PS3C Series connector offers cabling solutions that support various 

storage battery layouts. The PS3C Series has a small, right-angle receptacle that maintains a low 

profile to the battery unit surface, reducing the occupied area in the battery unit area and offering 

significant space savings. 

 

Red or black housings with guide keys provide mechanical and visual safety mechanisms that 

prevent mis-mating between the plus and minus electrodes. This is important in systems utilizing 

more multiple connectors to ensure proper connectivity.  

 

“Hirose has further strengthened its family of storage battery connectors with the PS3C Series”. said  

 

Rick van Weezel, Vice-President of Sales and Marketing for Hirose Electric USA. “The PS3C 

Series is an important addition to our product offering, as it combines a space savings of 32% with 

ruggedness, reliability and ease of assembly.” 

 

Assembly is simple, and standard commercial crimp terminals can be used with the applicable cable 

of 50, 38, 22, and 14 square mm (1/0, 2, 4, and 6 AWG) cable. The PS3C supports the use of a hard 

lock nut, eliminating the re-tightening process of male contact connection. No special tool is 

required for assembly, allowing for convenient and efficient field assembly. 

 

The PS3C Series connector receptacle and plug features a slim design with IP2X finger protection 

to keep operators and installers safe. 

 

The PS3C Series is RoHS-compliant, as well as UL, C-UL, and TUV certified. With an operating 

temperature covering a range of -40°C to +105°C, the PS3C Series has a rated power voltage of 

1000V AC/DC, contact resistance is 0.3 milliohms, and an insulation resistance of 5000 Megaohms 

minimum at 250V DC. 

 

For additional information about the PS3C Series connectors, please visit: www.hirose.com/us. 
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Hirose Electric Co., Ltd. is a leading global supplier of innovative interconnects, with sales of over 

$1 billion to customers worldwide. Hirose employs advanced engineering services, superior 

customer support and worldwide manufacturing capabilities to provide value-based connector 

solutions for various industries including: industrial, telecommunication, consumer electronics, 

computer and automotive. More information can be found on Hirose Electric’s corporate website at 

www.hirose.com/us. 
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